The Advanced Electrical Engineering Development Program develops engineering skills and business acumen to tackle the world’s toughest challenge – affordable, clean energy.

2 years of on-program experience
4 rotations high exposure to senior leadership

PLUS world-class education opportunities

- Renewable Energy Curriculum: Industry & Product Training
- Leadership Training
- Engineering Courses

Renewable Energy Engineering Is Located in:
Schenectady, NY
Greenville, SC
Salem, VA

Developing our next generation of INNOVATORS

IMPACT
At Renewable Energy, we harness the earth’s most abundant resources – the strength of the wind, the heat of the sun and the force of water, unleashing limitless energy.

INVESTMENT
Participants will experience world-class training, including engineering course work, continuous coaching, exposure to executive leadership, and global experiences.

ACCELERATION
Our programs provide accelerated learning and career development through rotational experiences.

LEARN MORE: GE.COM/University
Job Number R3620145 GE Renewable Energy Advanced EE Dev Program - US
Apply Here!